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Tonight’s Agenda

• Poster session with subject matter experts 5:00pm
• Facilitator Comments 6:00pm
• Program Manager’s Briefing 6:05pm
• Public Comments 6:20pm
• Facilitator Summation and Conclusion ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tonight our focus will basically follow what is listed here. 
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PUBLIC MEETING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 1 - INTROGood evening. I am Sharon Cotner with the St. Louis District  Army Corps of Engineers.  I work on the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program or FUSRAP. I am pleased to be here, and I want to thank you for coming. I’m glad to see so much interest in our work.  (pause)The purpose of this meeting is to share some information and to allow the public to make comments on the various alternatives proposed to address contamination at former Atomic Energy Commission areas.  These areas are being addressed under FUSRAP.But …Before we get started, I would like to acknowledge upfront I’m aware some folks in the community have concerns about health issues stemming from past employment at the Plant.  Those concerns are important and the deserve accurate information.   However, the Corps folks here tonight are not involved in the former employees program and consequently, aren’t capable of furnishing that accurate information.  (We do have some contact information for the right folks and it is on our table.)  (pause) What the Corps folks are capable of doing is addressing concerns related to the FUSRAP cleanup actions…which brings me to the next slide…..
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What is FUSRAP?

The Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
or FUSRAP is a national program.

• FUSRAP identifies and addresses contamination resulting from the 
nation’s early atomic weapons program

• Originally managed by Dept of Energy
• In October 1997 Congress transferred FUSRAP execution from the 

Dept of Energy to the Army Corps of Engineers 
• Follows the CERCLA process
• Requires investigations to protect public health, welfare, and the 

environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 3 – WHAT IS FUSRAP?FUSRAP is a national program. Created by Congress to address primarily radiological contamination left behind by the Nation’s early atomic weapons program in the United States. The program was originally managed by the Department of Energy…and some aspects of it still are.In OCT 1997, Congress transferred the planning and construction aspect of the program to the US Army Corps of Engineers. The program follows the standard CERCLA process of doing--- a Remedial  Investigation to find out if contamination exists and poses an unacceptable risk --- followed by a Feasibility Study to identify alternatives to address those risks --- followed by a Proposed Plan that identifies the governments initial preferred alternative for the public-– and after public input, is followed by a Record of Decision that specifies the final remedy selected.The general responsibilities of FUSRAP are to ensure that the impacts associated with past Atomic Energy Commission activities are thoroughly investigated and that appropriate action is taken to protect public health, welfare, and the environment. 
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The Question is:

Why is FUSRAP 
interested in

the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE  4  : Why is FUSRAP interested in the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant?
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Iowa Army Ammunition Plant (IAAAP): Background

• Active, secure, government-owned, contractor-operated facility that 
occupies approximately 19,000 acres.

• Added to the National Priority List (NPL) in August 1990.

• Ongoing Army cleanup program under  Dept of Defense Installation 
Restoration Program by Army

• Current and expected future land use is industrial/military.

• Operational ranges exist on the plant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 5:  A LITTLE BACKGROUND ON IAAAPThe IAAAP is an Army installation, and, since 1941, has manufactured a variety of artillery and tank munitions as part of its load, assemble, and pack operations for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). It is a secure, active, government-owned, contractor-operated facility.In 1990, the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant was placed on the National Priority List primarily as a result contamination from Department of Defense operations.Past munitions production resulted in contamination of soil and water  that the Army is addressing under the Dept of Defense’s Installation Restoration Program. And it is important to note that although the Corps of Engineers is part of the Army, the Army cleanup under the Installation Restoration Program is separate from the Corps’ work under FUSRAP. The predominate use of the plant continues to be industrial/military with some operational ranges existing in parts of the plant’s 19,000 acres.
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Iowa Army Ammunition Plant (IAAAP): FUSRAP

• Atomic Energy Commission  (AEC) operated on approximately 1600 
acres of the IAAAP from 1947 until 1975. (Burlington Atomic Energy 
Commission Plant – BAECP)

• Former AEC activities included:  administrative functions, 
photography, storage of materials, assembly of self contained 
components and munitions testing.

• In March 2000, after performing historical research, Dept of Energy 
determined that some former AEC portions of IAAAP may contain 
contamination 

• In 2001 the site was included in FUSRAP.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1947 the Atomic Energy Commission began using parts of the Plant for weapon-assembly operations.  It was called the Burlington Atomic Energy Commission Plant-BAECP.  This continued until 1975 when the Atomic Energy Commission closed the AEC plant and completed its transfer of operations to a Plant in Tennessee.AEC activities at the plant included things like: administrative functions, photography, storage of materials, assembly of self contained components & munitions testing and were limited to specific areas of the plant.In 2000, the Dept of Energy decided that some of the former AEC areas could contain contamination and needed further investigation under FUSRAP.After doing some additional investigation, the Corps included the site in the FUSRAP. 
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FUSRAP Scope

• FUSRAP is authorized to address contamination resulting from AEC 
activities and consequently its focus is on former AEC areas.

• FUSRAP Areas addressed in the Proposed Plan:
• Line 1 (structures only)
• Firing Sites Areas (consisting of 5 subareas) soils and structures
• Yard C soil and structures
• Yard G soil and structures
• Yard L soil (areas surrounding Warehouses L-37-1, L-37-2, and 

L-37-3)
• Warehouse 3-01 structure (building interiors)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After review of historical documents, conducting interviews & evaluating sampling data, and performing a Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study several areas were identified to be addressed.These areas are listed in this slide.  
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Where we are now

• 2001 IAAAP added to FUSRAP
• 2000 to 2007 Soil, sediment, buildings studied
• October 2008 Remedial Investigation Report
• April 2011 Feasibility Study and Proposed 

Plan
• April 22, 2011 Public Comment period begins
• May 17, 2011 Public Meeting
• May 22, 2011 30-day public comment period 

ends May 22, 2011
• Later this year Record of Decision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 8 – SO WHERE ARE WE NOW?Well, we are in middle of the CERCLA process. A Remedial Investigation was completed in 2008.The Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan were completed and made available as of April 22 at the Burlington Public Library on Court Street (and on the District’s website.)The public comment period began on April 22 and we are here, today to gain the public’s input.Over the next month or so, we will take that public input, review it and consider it and review the alternatives again and select a final remedy.Then we will prepare a Record of Decision to present that final remedy for these areas.
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Feasibility Study (FS)

So what about the Alternatives? 

• They address Depleted Uranium (DU) in soil and on 
structures.

• In the soil, it exists as  fragments (“chunks”) and 
occasionally as fine particles. 

• Four alternatives for soil were identified
• On structures, it was found in filters and on a metal sump 

grate in two buildings at Line 1.
• Three alternatives for structures were identified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 9 – SO WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVES ABOUT?Based on the results of the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study, the alternatives were developed to reduce the risks associated with Depleted Uranium in the soil and on a couple of components of structures.In the soil, the Depleted Uranium appears mostly as chunks but in a few locations, it is dispersed as particles in the soil.4 alternatives for soil were identified.With respect to the structures, we found the Depleted Uranium contamination exceeding goals in a grate over a sump in Bldg 1-11 and air filters in Bldg 1-63-6  at Line 1.  (Both of these areas are currently inactive areas of Line 1.)3 alternatives for structures were identified.
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Feasibility Study (FS)

• Remedial Alternatives for Soil

• Alternative 1: No Action for Soil – Estimated Cost: $0
• Alternative 2: Land Use Controls for Soil  - Estimated 

Cost $2.3 million
• Alternative 3: Excavation of DU-Contaminated Soil with 

Off-Site Disposal – Estimated Cost $50.4 million
• Alternative 4: Excavation of DU-Contaminated Soil with 

Physical Treatment and Off-Site Disposal – Estimated 
Cost $45.2 million

(A fact sheet is available tonight & the report is available online.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 10 – FOR SOILS…Alternative 1 --- Is essentially a “do nothing” plan --- We’re always required to include this as an option.   There’s no cost.Alternative 2 --- Is essentially Land Use Controls such as putting up a fence around the areas, preventing anyone from using or disturbing the soils and then monitoring it forever.  It’s cost is $2.3M.Alternative 3 --- Is digging up the Depleted Uranium contaminated soil and shipping it off-site to an appropriately permitted disposal facility.   (Much of the cost of this alternative lies in the costs for placing the material in a disposal facility.  There aren’t many places that take this material and those that do can be quite expensive.)  It’s cost is $50.4M.Alternative 4 ---  Is a variation of Alternative 3 in that the material is dug up, but PRIOR to being shipped, the material is subjected to a physical treatment (such as a sorting process) to remove as much of the Depleted Uranium chunks as possible, so that the volume of soil requiring off-site disposal is reduced.  This alternative’s cost is $45.2M.(This is the government’s current preferred alternative.)
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Feasibility Study (FS)

• Remedial Alternatives for Structures

• Alternative S1: No Action for Structures - Estimated 
Cost: $0

• Alternative S2: Land Use Controls for Structures  -
Estimated Cost $286,000

• Alternative S3: Decontamination/ Replacement of 
Structures – Estimated Cost  $103,000

(A fact sheet is available tonight & the report is available online.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 11 – FOR STURCTURES, WE HAVE….Alternative 1 --- Is essentially a “do nothing” plan --- with no cost.Alternative 2 --- Is essentially Land Use Controls such preventing anyone from using or removing the contaminated objects and then monitoring them forever.  Its cost is $286,000.Alternative 3 --- consists of removing and replacing the filters and then decontaminating the drain.   Its cost is $103,000  (And this is the government’s currently preferred alternative.)
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Proposed Plan (PP)

• USACE considered CERCLA evaluation criteria
• USACE recommends:

• Industrial cleanup levels for DU for soil and structures. 
(Soil – 150 pCi/g and Structure - 23,000 dpm/100 cm2)

• Alternative 4: Excavation of DU-Contaminated Soil with 
Physical Treatment and Off-Site Disposal

• Alternative S3: Decontamination/Replacement of 
Structures

(A fact sheet is available tonight & the plan is available on-line.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 12 --- TO RECAP WHAT’S IN THE PROPOSED PLAN….The Corps considered 8 of the 9 CERCLA evaluation criteria in selecting its preferred alternatives.    I say 8 of the 9 because one of these criteria is “Community Acceptance” and that is why we are having the public review and why we are here tonight.  The Corps’ alternatives achieve industrial cleanup levels for depleted uranium which is consistent with the future use of these particular areas of the Plant.We prefer FOR SOILS: Alternative 4 – the excavation of soils followed by physical treatment to reduce the volume requiring off-site disposal and off-site disposal.	FOR STRUCTURES: Alternative S3 – the decontamination or replacement of the structural components that have been contaminated.
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What this means to you

The USACE encourages public input. 

What you can do:
1. Learn more

• www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html
• www.iaaap.adminrecord.com
• www.iowaaap-irp.com

2.   Send us your thoughts:
• Written comments may be submitted to the USACE at any 

time during the 30-day period (including tonight.) Oral 
comments will be recorded tonight.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 13 – WHAT THIS MEANS TO YOUI realize that this is a fairly concise briefing, but if you would like to learn more about this, here are three websites that have documents and fact sheets on the proposed project. In addition, documents are published and available for public reading at the Burlington Public Library on Court Street. Please send us your thoughts.Written comments may be submitted to the USACE, at any time through May 22nd.Oral comments will be recorded tonight.The USACE will respond to all Proposed Plan comments and will carefully consider and investigate these before preparing the final Record of Decision.The final remedy will be outlined in the Record of Decision, which will be submitted later this year.

http://www.iaaap.adminrecord.com/�
http://www.iaaap.adminrecord.com/�
http://www.iowaaap-irp.com/�
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We’d like to hear from you…

Written comments may also be faxed to: 
314-260-3941

Oral Comments – May be submitted now.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AND THAT CONCLUDES THE “BRIEFING” PART OF TONIGHT’S MEETING. Here is some information in case you would like to submit written comments.And with that I will turn it over to Charlotte.Leave this slide up so that people can write down the address.
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